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Editorial
What can you fit in a 6" by 6" space? Dialogue has had some interesting themes in the past, all of which generally had to do with
the content of the work. But what happens when the limitation is
simply spacial? This gives the maker a different sort of freedom
and constraint relationship and forces thinking in a different direction.
These pieces are contained in an envelope because of a conversation I had with a friend a few years ago. When he looked at Dialogue he always needed two copies: one to keep as a magazine to
page through and the other to cut up to paste on his walls, in his
journals, etc. Feel free to follow his lead and use the art and writing contained on these pages to make your own art and collaborate remotely with someone you may or may not have any sort of
relationship with.
Please enjoy!

Dialogue is Calvin College's student-run journal of commentary and the arts, published multiple times yearly, including a music CD. Dialogue is a magazine dedicated to enhancing productive discourses, nurturing artistic growth at Calvin, as well as engaging culture through
images, words, and ideas. We welcome submissions of articles, reviews, essays, literature,
and visual art of every sort, as well as responses to Dialogue. Submissions, questions, feedback, and all other correspondence may be addressed to the editors at dialogue@calvin.edu.
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Progression Study mixed media collage Jennifer Waid
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Growing, But Not Done Yet pen and ink Liesje Brouwer
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(untitled polaroid) polaroid Simon C. Kittok, Kristen McHugh,
Miranda Brouwer
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Someone on Mulford Loves You mixed media collage Emma Slager,
Greg Vondiziano, Megan De Maagd
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The Bald Eagle level three oragami Natalie Good
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(Untitled) oil on canvas paper Shelly DeJong
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Pack Mentality mixed media collage Jennifer Waid
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(untitled) pen and ink Katie Hazeu
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Kind of Like the Puking Chicken mixed media collage Meredith Donnelly

What Can I Fit?
- - - - - - - -"--"-ill Refcve,n~.-- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - the soul i don't have
the happiness i can't grab
all the fads that make me mad
(V-necks & The Killers
are all I can-muster)
Be sure to tune in next week-gimcracks and gewgaws galore!

Editors
Faculty Advisor
Staff Muse
Staff

Miranda Brouwer, Ryan Weberling
Justin Lawrence
Sean Vrieland
Andrew Steiner, Jillie Wowk-Kennedy,
Jonathan Lovelace, Lander Hultin, Mary
Margaret Pierson

Thanks to all those who submitted their work, and thanks also to our
readers. Enjoy!
1 Printed

at Spectrum Graphics on Recycled Paper.
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Song in the Subway
Luke J. Robinson
He was little more than a whistle and two well-worn shoes,
His gleaming strings seemed to swing towards the blues,
And to play a spade on dog legs would prove he would lose.
His grown body prone to swagger;
A lone mind with secret stagger
At the thought of which polluted choice to choose.
Countless times tired feet would meet such a bruised lane,
And time applied grime to a coarsed mane,
To hide eyes that could sympathize with the most poignant pain.
For a penny in a basket or a nickel in a jar
Would grant a slim criminal only as far
As to clink a drink with Judas in a Pharisee's bar.
And minstrel would strum with thumb gone numb,
For the monks and the drunks gone deaf and dumb,
For ladies in their perfume with their Byron Lords,
For a shilling from the shrill Attilian hordes.
And steel wheels kicked heels to cause a callous shudder,
And old men sigh as their cold wives mutter,
At stone sides crawling with human clutter.
For he would sing in a crazed, glazed sweat;
For to his muse, music, owed he quite a debt,
And yet he boldly holds no regret.
But the man was not always such a grateful slave,
With a suit and a satch and a foot in the grave.
But his home is here in this concrete cave.
One day he will taste an angel's embrace,
And swim through endless waves of space,
But for now I'll throw a tired, tattered green face
Into a broken, burgundy, grasping guitar case.

